
On Tuesday, April 22, 2014 6:15 PM, leanne Salel <leanne.salel@gmail.com> wrote: 
Greetings Baky, Rosetta and Munene:  

I am writing because I have read the recent report from the South Sudan CLC community and I have been following 
the war that has been happening in your country.  We met at the World Assembly in Lebanon.  I wanted you to 
know that I know about the sufferings of the CLCers in South Sudan and many other Sudanese.  Please tell Ms. 
Eremenia, who I understand has recently lost four children and her husband that me, who is a CLC member and 
mother also, will be praying for her every single day for the next year.  Tell her that she is not alone, that we are 
aware of her suffering and that we love her.  Tell all members of CLC South Sudan that we are praying for them.   If 
there is any other way I can help, please let me know.  

I pray for peace every day in South Sudan.  May God keep you and protect you,  
 
Leanne Salel  
CLC English Canada. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Thanks Leanne. 
  
we are grateful for praying for us. 
  
Its true it has been hardest moment contemplating what is going on. 
there is a lot of uncertainties. every day is different and with its own challenges.  
there are many needs but hard to ascertain degree of fulfilling such needs. however, united in love we are as CLC 
south Sudan and keep united encouraging each other. 
  
the challenge our people surfers is connected to the presence of natural resources therefore any  
hiccough benefit the mastermind of such insecurity but destroys the local community. 
  
there are other many children who have been left by their parents who died during civil animosity, but now it has 
become mission for CLC south Sudan to intervene. in particular girl child who is left as the sole bread winner, thus 
turning to child labor, child prostitution as to bring other siblings up, they become venerable to human trafficking 
in the search for fortune outside their countries, and majority of such children are on the out city cold streets 
stranded without a place they can call home. Our CLC contributes Sanitary towel, Cloths, food and other basic 
need is the order of the day to support needy girl. we are grateful to generous hearts. 
  
this our new mission for us CLC in response to the envelopment we are living in.  
  
having mentioned that we as CLC south sudan in sympathy to our community members are having visits to our 
brothers and sister like Mrs Eremenia. our little contribution cannot seal the pole caused by civil animosity, 
however, it gives a shoulder to ling to. 
  
Mrs Erumenia lost her member of the family and few week later her job was destabilized by war. she has gone 
back to drawing boad as to keep her moving in paying for every day need. this is a great challenge for us CLC since 
we are also men and women of limited means. therefore to help Mrs Erumenia, each of us is encouraged to go an 
extra mile to rescue her situation. in you email you mentioned if there is help need can be offered to her. In such 
perspective, then little you can contribute to her will be of great help. for such a case its possible to reach her 
through AOR Jesuits of Eastern Africa. 
  
Thanks A lot and God Bless you and family. 
  
Rev. Sch Munene Simon Sj  simpetexnmune@yahoo.com  
E A South Sudan. 
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